All steel work shall be painted with anti-rust paint and final paint

**NOTE:**

- 2.5 in. glass circular pipe posts @ 2.0 meter:
- 2.5 in. iron angle support:
- Plain concrete mix: 3:6:
- 20 cm length: slotted iron angle:
- 30 cm diameter post @ 0.30 depth:
- 15 cm thickness:
- Chain link fence:
- 2.5 in. steel pipe normal post @ 2.0 meter C/C:
- Support every iron meter:
- 2.5 in. glass circular steel pipe post with:
- 2.5 in. iron angle support:
- Plain concrete mix: 3:6:
- 20 cm length: slotted iron angle:
- 30 cm diameter post @ 0.30 depth:
- 15 cm thickness:
- Chain link fence:
- 2.5 in. steel pipe normal post @ 2.0 meter C/C:
- Support every iron meter:
NOTE:

All sheet work shall be painted with anti-rust paint.

Sectional view:
48. Steel sheet attached to heavy box pipe frame.

Main View:
1. Steel window fabricated from good quality.
2. Steel box pipe of 3” and sheeted with steel bar grill.
3. The window shall have steel bar grill.
4. All steel shall be painted with anti-rust paint.

Steel sheet:
- Sheet box pipes of 48” and sheeted with steel bar grill.
- Steel window fabricated from good quality.

10cm depth platform of plain concrete.
All steel work shall be painted with antitrust paint and final paints.

**Plans**

- 2 inch steel angle
- 4" x 8" steel box pipe
- 4" x 8" steel box pipe
- Heavy steel sheet fully welded
- Support

**Note:**

- The contractor shall properly label and draw as indicated in the box.
- The steel frame and the steel sheet shall be of good quality.
Sample of double happa-net (For Illustration only).

Sample fixed of happa-net (For Illustration only).
Sample Cages Unit: (For Illustration only).